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Me Gently by Robin S. The song is perfect for late night high energy DJ sets! Watch the.The Hippo signalling pathway is a core negative regulator of
organ size. The secreted tumour suppressor protein WWC1 and its cyclic GMP-binding domain WWC1-LRR interact with LATS1 (large tumor suppressor

kinase 1) to transduce extracellular signals into the nucleus and phosphorylate and inactivate YAP (Yes-associated protein)/TAZ (transcriptional
coactivator with PDZ-binding motif). The WWC1-LATS1 complex is recruited to the nuclei of proliferating cells to negatively regulate YAP/TAZ and thereby

keep cell proliferation under control. WWC1-LATS1 synergizes with the related tumour suppressor LATS2 (LATS1-related protein 2) to inhibit YAP/TAZ.
WWC1 expression is downregulated in cancer. WWC1 loss and/or YAP/TAZ activation is common to different cancer types and confers worse prognosis.
Here we report that WWC1 can inhibit the proliferation of prostate cancer cells. We identify the molecular target of WWC1 as LATS1. In human prostate

cancer cells, loss of WWC1 promotes cancer cell proliferation by derepressing TAZ, as shown by TAZ overexpression and knockdown studies, and by
human prostate cancer xenograft assays. The WWC1-TAZ interaction relies on the WWC1-LRR, but not the WWC1-WW repeat domain. Inhibition of TAZ

by WWC1 could partially compensate for loss of LATS1 in prostate cancer cells. WWC1 activates LATS1 by phosphorylating
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